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I. INTRODUCTION & PROPOSAL. Traditionally, 1st and 2nd person pronouns are taken to be in-
dexicals (Kaplan, 1989), context-dependent and intensionally rigid designators (

q
I
y

= the speaker).
Partee (1989) points out that 1st and 2nd person pronouns can be bound in contexts like (1) below,
where the relevant fake indexical reading is one where no one else will admit they are wrong.
(1) I am the only one around here who will admit that I could be wrong. Partee (1989)
Kratzer (2009) argues that fake indexicals get their bound variable reading via a bottom-up ap-
proach, being generated as minimal pronouns which value their features by means of AGREE with
functional heads that carry λ-operators (v and C). Wurmbrand (2017) offers a counter-proposal, a
top-down approach, claiming that a direct dependency between the matrix subject and the variable
better captures cross-linguistic facts. In this talk, based on novel data from Farsi (spoken in Iran),
we argue in favor of a marriage between the two accounts: both Agree relations with T and v
(Kratzer, 2009) and a top-down approach (Wurmbrand, 2017) are needed to predict the Farsi data.
II. BACKGROUND: KRATZER (2009). Based on data from German and English, Kratzer (2009)
proposes a feature unification system whereby syntactic and semantic dependencies share feature
sets. Fake indexicals are born as minimal pronouns, with unvalued features, which AGREE with
functional heads like v and C in order to get their features valued. Crucially, the distribution of
fake indexicals is restricted by language-specific morphological constraints at spell-out.
(2) Wir

1PL

sind
be.1/3PL

die
the.PL

einzigen,
only.ones

die
who.PL

t
t

unseren
PL.POSS.ACC

Sohn
son

versorg-en.
take.care.of-1/3PL

We are the only ones who are taking care of our son. (Kratzer 2009; p. 207).
In order to generate the bound variable reading of (2) above, the first step is to insert a v equipped
with the feature set [+1st, + plural], which binds the possessive pronoun unseren (initially a mini-
mal pronoun). Secondly, the embedded VP subject acquires features from v via predication, after
which it AGREES with the T head. Finally, the complementizer binds the relative pronoun (which
is also the embedded subject), sharing its [+wh] features with it, resulting in an agreement chain
which links T to the fake indexical. Thus, the relative pronoun, T, v and the fake indexical unify
and share all of the features in the chain. At this point, spell out and language-inherent markedness
constraints determine the surface form of the pronouns and agreement. Several counterexamples
have been given to this proposal, including Maier & de Schepper (2013) who point out that lan-
guages with the same markedness constraints (German and Dutch, for instance) exhibit different
patterns with respect to fake indexicals (Dutch patterns like English, as opposed to German).
III. BACKGROUND: WURMBRAND (2017). A cross-linguistic overview of Germanic languages
motivates Wurmbrand (2017) to offer a counter-proposal. Kratzer (2009) suggest that the syn-
cretism in German (note that in (2) 1/3PL have the same form) is inherent to bound variable read-
ings of 1st and 2nd pronouns. Wurmbrand (2017) presents data which illustrates that syncretism
is not a necessary or sufficient condition for fake indexical readings. Furthermore, she points out
that in the case of bound variable readings, agreement cannot start from the embedded clause,
as Kratzer (2009) proposed, and, a bolder claim, that the agreement with v and T in the embed-
ded clause is irrelevant. The data in (3) suggests that Kratzer (2009)’s assumption that v comes
equipped with [+1st, +pl], and hence responsible for the 1st person object indexical, is flawed.



(3) a. I am the only one who has done mybv / herbv best.
b. The only one who has done *mybv / herbv best is me. (Wurmbrand, 2017; p. 178)

Therefore, Wurmbrand (2017) argues that the word order of the antecedent and the binder, and
not verbal morphology, licenses fake indexical readings. She proposes a feature-sharing account
(Pesetsky & Torrego, 2007) equipped with a morphological version of Rule H (Heim 1993, Fox
1998). Critically, the main clause subject, I, agrees with the relative pronoun and the possesive, and
long-distance binding is responsible for generating the embedded 1st person possessives (which
are directly under an AGREE relation with the main sentence subject). Her account assumes that T
agreement in the embedded clause is not a part of the additional feature sharing between the matrix
subject and the embedded indexical, which predicts that 1st person agreement on the embedded
verb is unavailable. This prediction is unmet when looking at the Farsi data.
IV. THE FARSI PUZZLE. Unlike the languages currently accounted for in the literature, the
bound variable reading is unvailable in Farsi when there is a mismatch between the morphology on
the embedded verb and the embedded possessive. For instance, (4c) and (4d) are only felicitous in
contexts where a particular person’s child (Lisa’s in (4c); the speaker’s in (4d)) is under discussion.
While (4b) is cross-linguistically attested, sentences like (4a), where both the embedded verb and
the pronoun have 1st person morphology, have not yet been discussed.
(4) a. mæn

I
tænha
only

kæs-i
person-INDEF
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ke
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‘I am the only one who takes care of my / their child.’ Bound Variable
b. mæn

I
tænha
only
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‘I am the only one who takes care of my / their child.’ Bound Variable
c. mæn

I
tænha
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‘I am the only one who takes care of her child (someone else’s child).’ *Bound Variable
d. mæn

I
tænha
only

kæs-i
person-INDEF
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be.present-1SG

ke
that

æz
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bačč-æm
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‘I am the only one who takes care of my child (my own child).’ *Bound Variable
Wurmbrand (2017)’s account cannot capture the Farsi data. Firstly, it wrongly predicts that 1st
pers. agreement on the embedded verb should be ungrammatical, irrespective of the availability
of a bound variable reading. Secondly, according to her system, (4d) should have a fake indexical
reading, since the matrix subject and the embedded possessive would enter a direct AGREE rela-
tion, which is not the case. Lastly, feature-sharing between the relative pronoun who (which has
already entered an AGREE relation with the matrix subject) and the embedded T head is necessary
for generating the bound variable interpretation - both (4a) and (4b) have matching features on the
embedded T head and the bound variable. Although Wurmbrand’s (2017) account is not sufficient,
her counterargument to Kratzer (2009), that the AGREE relation starts from the embedded v head
is supported by the Farsi data, where the equivalent of the sentences in (3) have the same interpre-
tations. Furthermore, we argue that Kratzer (2009)’s assumption that an AGREE relation between
the embedded T head and the bound variable is crucial to the fake indexical readings. We support
Wurmbrand (2017) in that the matrix subject plays a role in the feature-sharing chain, however,



this cannot be a direct dependency between the matrix subject and the embedded bound variable.


